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New dossier reveals Bulgarian-Gnostic
link behind abduction in Colombia
by Nora Hamerman
The cultist thugs from the Universal Christian Gnostic Church

of labor affairs. Vicente Marquez turned out to be a powerful

who abducted Colombian anti-drug fighter Patricia Paredes

influence in the Colombian trade-union movement who works

de Londono last July 26 and attempted to brainwash her,

closely with the labor attache of the U.S. Embassy in Bogota.

subscribe to a program for world domination through terror

Vicente Marquez is a top-ranking member of the Univer

ism, Nazi eugenics, and mass brainwashing. These are some

sal Christian Gnostic Church of Colombia, which was first

of the shocking conclusions documented in a second eviden

legalized in 1974 by Alfonso L6pez Michelsen. A book by

tiary dossier on the case, released Aug. 10 by the Internation

Gnostic patriarch Samael Aun Weor describing the method

al Caucus of Labor Committees and the National Anti-Drug

for "annihilation of the ego" is dedicated to Vicente Marquez,

Coalition.

among others. Marquez is described throughout Weor's works

The 48-page dossier also shows that the Gnostic belief

as one of his leading disciples.

structure of Mrs. Londono's abductors is the state religion of
the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the government of which

What is Gnosticism?

has recently been identified in U.S. government reports as a

The Gnostic cult is coherent with the ideology of a "Nazi

key center of the international drug- and arms-smuggling

Communist" alliance which deploys hallucinogenic drugs

mafia and a nexus of international terrorism.

and terrorism as weapons to destroy Western, Judeo-Chris

Finally, the dossier documents the connections between
the Gnostic government of Bulgaria and former Colombian

tian civilization. From its emergence as a heresy against early
Christianity, Gnosticism has insisted on:

President Alfonso L6pez Michelsen, the godfather of the

• The evil of the material world. In practice, anything

Colombian dope mafia and protector of the Universal Chris

goes-murder, rape, pillage--in the material world, because

tian Gnostic Church in Colombia.

it is not reality. Thus Gnostics did not worship their god

On July 30, while Mrs. Londono, the wife of Colombian
National Anti-Drug Coalition vice-president Maximiliano

through works in the world, but attacked the world and its
population with unparalleled viciousness.

Londono, was still in captivity, a first dossier of 46 pages

• The paramount importance of the "feminine prin

was released to press and relevant government agencies. It

ciple" in the organization of the universe. That is, Man is not

showed that Patricia Londono's disappearance was part of an

made in God's image as creator-for the "true God" would

all-out war by the Colombia drug mafia against the Colom

do nothing so stupid as to create the material world-but as

bian government of President Belisario Betancur, and docu

passive object. In practice, the Gnostic "religion" consists

mented that ex-President Alfonso L6pez Michelsen had come

�ainly of sexual rituals in which men tum into women and

forward brazenly as the drug traffickers' spokesman in the

women tum into men, with the explicit ideal being the "an

very days when Patricia Londono was abducted.

drogyne"-the sexually ambiguous being.

The international mobilization carried out in the press led

• The unending battle between "good" and "evil."

to Patricia Londono's release on Aug. 1, but she remains in

There is no unifying principle in the world, but a chaos of

an acutely disassociated state. She is hospitalized in the Hos

apocalyptic battle between conflicting "cosmic armies."

pital Departamental of Cali, Colombia, suffering from the
effects of an attempted "Patty Hearst" -style brainwashing.

• Viewing Judaism and Christianity as the religion

of stupid masses, with their emphasis on the individual, his

Dossier No. 2 pursues the lead opened by the case of

importance and creativity. Gnosticism is the property of elite

Arturo Cortes Cadena, a member of Colombia's Universal

masters who know that mankind is cattle. Gnosticism perv

Christian Gnostic Church, who presented himself on July 30

erts the content of the traditions of Judeo-Christianity to

claiming to be Patricia Londono's lawyer, while refusing to

create an amoral and ineffable spirit-world and a philosophy

tell the whereabouts of the victim. Cortes Cadena revealed

of "everything is permitted"-as Nazi philosophers ex

that his protector was Jose Vicente Marquez, the secretary of

pressed it.

the Seventh commission of the Colombian Congress, in charge
40
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power in the 20th century is the case of Adolf Hitler, who, as
the dossier documents, was trained by Gnostics and selected
to bring into being their new world order.

The same book tries to outdo Hitler in anti-Semitism:
"Yet Hitler's doctrine is not the doctrine of all German
people....Hitler was a reformer in Germany; that country

In a 1965 book titled The Social Transformation of Hu

was full of roads, railways, etc.Hitler eliminated poverty in

manity, Samael Aun Weor makes no secret of the Gnostics'

Germany, and it is clear that the German population wisely

agreement with the Nazis on policies of race supremacy and

responded to him, sacrificing itself for him and his absurd

sterilization of "undesirables, " the crimes against humanity

plans....Hitler could have solved all of Germany's prob

for which Nazi war crimina�s were hanged at Nuremberg.A

lems through wise negotiations, but he preferred violence,

sample of quotations from this tract:
"We need to control fertility and not births, because the

and violence never solves anything.The Germans are Ar

yans, but we Latin Americans are also Aryans. All races are

latter would be criminal....If we want a better world, it is

composed of seven sub-races.The German people is the fifth

necessary to improve the human seed....Selecting seeds

sub-race of the Aryan race, and we Latin Americans are the

is not criminal.If we have the right to select plant and animal

sixth sub-race of the Aryan race. Hitler's mistake was to

seeds, we also have the right to select human seeds. It is

believe that only the German people was Aryan.It is neces

absurd to allow the continuation of thieves, homosexuals,

sary to know that all races in the world are Aryan, except the

prostitutes, etc., etc.... The Latin American Socialist

lews."-(Transformation, Ch.VII)

Christian Party [the Gnostics' political arm] asks for the
sterilization of delinquents.It is absurd not to control fertility.

Vicente Marquez's teacher, Samael Aun Weor, pro
claims that the "Aquarian" world "revolution" the Gnostics

It is absurd to allow the reproduction of murderers, prosti

seek cannot be brought about without the transformation of

tutes, thieves, homosexuals, drug addicts, rapists, etc., etc.

the individual, which is to be achieved through sexual rites

If preventive medicine uses vaccines to prevent diseases,

and a six-point program for "dissolution of the I." The points

why not use sterilization with X-rays to save society? By

of this program correspond to a method of brainwashing, to

getting rid of delinquents, we could have a society without

which Patricia Paredes de Londono's abductors subjected

police, without borders, without jails, without governments,

her, as extensive quotations from Weor's book in the dossier

without armies.Without criminals we would have an Eden

prove.

like land, a true paradise where the rivers of the pure water

Also in the dossier is the full text of a Peruvian maga

of life would issue milk and honey....The control of fer

zine's interview in November 1983 with Jaime Bateman, the

tility can also extend to the realm of the sick....It is absurd

head of the drug-running M-19 terrorist group in Colombia

to allow the reproduction of syphilitics, lepers, mental cases,

who was killed last year.Bateman avowed that he was "pro

"-Transformation, Ch.XXX)
monsters, etc.

tected" by the Gnostics.

Bulgaria, Gnosticism, and the drug mafia
by Rachel Douglas and Carlos Potes
Investigators working on diverse cases have uncovered vo

Once the Gnostic belief structure of Bulgarian official

luminous evidence of involvement by the People's Republic

dom is revealed, the question arises as to whether the partic

of Bulgaria, its secret services, its foreign trade and other

ipation of Bulgarian agents in the assassination attempt against

official organizations, in terrorism and narcotics and arms

Pope John Paul II was motivated by an anti-Christian, Gnos

trafficking. The answer to why Bulgaria, as much or more

tic strategic purpose far more than putative "communist"

than any other nominally "communist" state, should play this

goals.

role, is to be found in its history as a hotbed of militant
Gnosticism from the 10th century down to the present day.

The fact that Gnosticism, with its centuries-long history
on Bulgarian soil, is thriving there today, is demonstrated by

If the Gnostic belief structure not only tolerates, but re

the career of Lyudmila Zhivkova (1942-1981).Daughter of

quires, terrorism-which it does, as a path to reach the Light

Todor Zhivkov, the President of Bulgaria and first secretary

(Mother) by destroying the "false" order of the world of

of the Bulgarian Communist Party, Zhivkova presided over

Darkness-then Bulgaria is a natural for the production of

a transformation of official cultural policy in the direction of

terrorists.

Gnosticism.As head of the government Committee on Art
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